
Testing 123: Measuring Amateur Radio
Performance On A Budget
As an amateur radio enthusiast, understanding the performance of your
equipment is crucial to optimizing your communication capabilities and
maximizing your enjoyment of the hobby. However, professional testing
equipment can be prohibitively expensive, putting accurate measurements
out of reach for many hams.
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Fret not! This comprehensive guide will empower you with budget-friendly
methods and techniques to measure key aspects of your amateur radio
performance without breaking the bank. Whether you're a seasoned ham
or just starting out, this article will provide you with the knowledge and tools
to get the most out of your setup.

1. Signal Strength Measurement: SWR and Field Strength

SWR (Standing Wave Ratio)
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SWR is a measure of how well your antenna is matched to your transmitter.
A high SWR can lead to power loss and damage to your equipment. You
can measure SWR using an SWR meter, which is a relatively inexpensive
device that can be found online or at your local ham radio store.

To measure SWR, connect the SWR meter between your transmitter and
antenna. Key up your transmitter and read the SWR on the meter. An SWR
of 1:1 is ideal, but anything below 2:1 is generally acceptable.

Field Strength

Field strength is a measure of the strength of your radio signal at a given
distance from your antenna. You can measure field strength using a field
strength meter, which is a more specialized piece of equipment than an
SWR meter. However, there are also a number of software-based field
strength meters available that can be used with a standard sound card and
a dipole antenna.

To measure field strength, connect the field strength meter to your antenna
and key up your transmitter. Read the field strength on the meter and
record it. You can then move the meter to different locations to measure the
strength of your signal at different distances from your antenna.

2. Antenna Efficiency Measurement

Antenna Gain

Antenna gain is a measure of how well your antenna focuses its signal in a
particular direction. A higher gain antenna will produce a stronger signal in
the desired direction, but it will also have a narrower beamwidth.



You can measure antenna gain using a comparative method. This involves
comparing the signal strength of your antenna to the signal strength of a
reference antenna. The reference antenna can be a known-good antenna,
such as a dipole or Yagi, or it can be a simple piece of wire.

To measure antenna gain, set up your antenna and the reference antenna
side-by-side. Connect both antennas to your transmitter and key up.
Measure the signal strength of both antennas using a field strength meter.
The difference in signal strength between the two antennas is the gain of
your antenna.

Antenna Directivity

Antenna directivity is a measure of how well your antenna focuses its signal
in a particular direction. A higher directivity antenna will produce a stronger
signal in the desired direction, but it will also have a narrower beamwidth.

You can measure antenna directivity using a spectrum analyzer. A
spectrum analyzer is a specialized piece of equipment that can display the
frequency and amplitude of a radio signal. To measure antenna directivity,
connect the spectrum analyzer to your antenna and key up your
transmitter. Sweep the frequency range of interest and observe the
amplitude of the signal. The directivity of your antenna is the ratio of the
maximum signal amplitude to the minimum signal amplitude.

3. Spectrum Analysis

Spectrum analysis is a powerful tool for identifying and resolving
interference. A spectrum analyzer can display the frequency and amplitude
of a radio signal, allowing you to see what other signals are present in your
operating environment.



You can use a spectrum analyzer to identify and resolve interference by
comparing the spectrum of your signal to the spectrum of the interfering
signal. Once you have identified the interfering signal, you can take steps
to mitigate it, such as changing your operating frequency or using a
different antenna.

There are a number of affordable spectrum analyzers available on the
market. You can also find free software-based spectrum analyzers that can
be used with a standard sound card and a dipole antenna.

Measuring the performance of your amateur radio equipment is essential
for optimizing your communication capabilities and maximizing your
enjoyment of the hobby. While professional testing equipment can be
expensive, there are a number of budget-friendly methods and techniques
that you can use to get accurate measurements.

This guide has provided you with the knowledge and tools you need to
measure key aspects of your amateur radio performance, including signal
strength, antenna efficiency, and spectrum analysis. By following these
methods, you can ensure that your equipment is performing at its best and
that you are getting the most out of your amateur radio experience.
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